Liquid-liquid phase separation, driven by collective interactions among multivalent and intrinsically disordered proteins, is thought to mediate the formation of membrane-less organelles in cells. Using parallel cellular and in vitro assays, we show that the Nephrin intracellular domain (NICD), a disordered protein, drives intracellular phase separation via complex coacervation, whereby the negatively charged NICD co-assembles with positively charged partners to form protein-rich dense liquid droplets. Mutagenesis reveals that the driving force for phase separation depends on the overall amino acid composition and not the precise sequence of NICD. Instead, phase separation is promoted by one or more regions of high negative charge density and aromatic/hydrophobic residues that are distributed across the protein. Many disordered proteins share similar sequence characteristics with NICD, suggesting that complex coacervation may be a widely used mechanism to promote intracellular phase separation.
In Brief
Pak et al. describe cellular liquid-liquid phase separation of a negatively charged intrinsically disordered protein, the Nephrin intracellular domain. Phase separation is driven by co-assembly with positively charged partners, a process termed complex coacervation. Disordered regions with NICD-like sequence features are common in the human proteome, suggesting complex coacervation may be widespread.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane-less organelles such as nucleoli, Cajal bodies, and stress granules are involved in diverse biological processes, from ribosome assembly, to gene regulation, to signal transduction. These micron-sized organelles are found throughout the cell (Spector, 2006) and, like their lipid-membrane-bound counterparts, provide distinct cellular compartments, concentrate select proteins and nucleic acids, and may localize specific biological reactions (Hyman et al., 2014) .
Many membrane-less organelles have liquid-like physical properties. They are spherical, undergo fusion/fission, drip under shear stress, and exchange contents rapidly with the surrounding medium. Such structures include P granules in C. elegans embryos (Brangwynne et al., 2009; Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2014) , nucleoli of Xenopus oocytes (Brangwynne et al., 2011) and C. elegans embryos (Berry et al., 2015) , stress granules in mammalian cells (Kroschwald et al., 2015) , and ribonucleoprotein granules in fungi . Analogous liquid-like structures have also been generated by expressing various multivalent or disordered proteins (Li et al., 2012; Molliex et al., 2015; Nott et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015) . Their physical properties and condensation/dissolution behavior suggest that at least some of these structures assemble via a liquid-liquid phase transition.
Many membrane-less organelles are enriched in proteins containing large intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) (Wright and Dyson, 2015) . IDRs that lack charged residues phase separate due to a preference for homotypic self-associations over interactions with the solvent . In polymer science, such phase separation is known as simple coacervation and produces a dense phase enriched in a single polymer that is in equilibrium with a polymer-depleted phase (Veis, 2011) . Most IDRs known to phase separate in vitro do so via simple coacervation. Tropoelastin, an extracellular matrix protein composed of imperfect repeats of VGVAPG, undergoes simple coacervation in vitro through interactions among its hydrophobic residues (Miao et al., 2003) . IDRs that phase separate are also enriched in RNA binding proteins, where they often possess a limited set of amino acids-F, Y, S, G, Q, N (Couthouis et al., 2012; Han et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2012) . Ddx4, an RNA binding protein localized to germ granules, contains IDRs that phase separate in vitro and in cells. In Ddx4, electrostatic interactions between clusters of opposing charge and cation-pi interactions between FG and RG motifs have been invoked as important driving forces for phase separation (Nott et al., 2015) . The RNA binding proteins, FUS, hnRNPA1, hnRNPA2, and the mitotic spindle protein BugZ, also phase separate in vitro and/or in cells. For several of these, Tyr residues promote phase separation or recruitment into phase-separated structures (Burke et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2012; Molliex et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015) . At high concentrations, many proteins containing low-complexity IDRs form amyloid-like filaments consisting of repeated cross-beta strand elements Kato et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2015; Molliex et al., 2015) . An intriguing postulate is that cross-beta elements, when occurring in small numbers between otherwise disordered chains, constitute the adhesive structures that promote liquid phase separation (Xiang et al., 2015) . In proteins that contain modular binding domains and IDRs, module-ligand and IDR-IDR interactions act synergistically to promote phase separation . When polymers are enriched in one type of charge, they repel one another, and this inhibits simple coacervation. However, when mixed with multivalent counterions, complexes of oppositely charged polymers drive phase separation via a process known as complex coacervation. The oppositely charged molecules phase separate together to lower the net charge. In the resultant polymer-rich droplet phase both species are highly concentrated, and this dense phase is in equilibrium with a polymer-depleted bulk phase (Veis, 2011) . Here we have examined the intracellular phase separation of a negatively charged IDR and find that it forms nuclear bodies via complex coacervation. Our investigations are based on the serendipitous observation that the disordered intracellular domain of the adhesion receptor Nephrin forms nuclear bodies when expressed as an autonomous entity in mammalian cells. Using quantitative microscopy, we show that nuclear bodies formed by the Nephrin intracellular domain (NICD) behave as phase-separated liquid droplets and are likely de novo nuclear structures. Cellular and biochemical data indicate that bodies/droplets form through non-specific associations of the negatively charged NICD with positively charged partners. Using deletion mutants and de novo sequence designs, we show that NICD phase separation is promoted by one or more blocks of high negative charge density and by aromatic/hydrophobic residues distributed along the sequence. The data demonstrate that the amino acid composition of NICD is more important than the precise sequence for phase separation. Proteome-wide analysis of sequence features suggests that complex coacervation of negatively charged IDRs may be a general phenomenon that contributes to the formation of membrane-less organelles.
RESULTS

NICD Forms Nuclear Bodies that Are Phase-Separated Liquids
The adaptor protein, Nck, and the actin nucleation-promoting factor, N-WASP, can phase separate when mixed together, due to multivalent interactions between SH3 domains on Nck and proline-rich motifs on N-WASP. The Nck SH2 domain can also bind to phosphotyrosine sites on phosphorylated NICD. In vitro, this interaction facilitates phase separation by scaffolding multiple Nck proteins, thereby increasing the effective valency of Nck SH3 domains (Banjade and Rosen, 2014; Li et al., 2012) . We initially sought to recapitulate these phenomena in HeLa cells by overexpressing the NICD (residues 1,077-1,241) tagged at its C terminus with a fluorescent protein (YPet) (Figure 1A , red box). We expressed either wild-type NICD or, as an intended control, a non-phosphorylatable mutant (Y3F). Surprisingly, both proteins formed micron-scale nuclear bodies (Figures 1B and 1C;  note that percent cells showing puncta is normalized to that of WT NICD throughout this report). Thus, these structures do not require the binding of Nck to phosphotyrosine motifs on Nephrin and are unrelated to the previously described phase separation of the ternary system.
NICD nuclear bodies varied in number across cells, varied in size within a given cell, and had liquid-like physical properties. They were spherical at the resolution of light microscopy (Figure 1B) . NICD-YPet fluorescence in bodies recovered rapidly after photobleaching, with t < 1 s for structures $1 mm in diameter, consistent with a molecular diffusion constant of 0.5 mm 2 /s (Figure 1D ) and rapid exchange with the surrounding nucleoplasm. NICD-YPet fluorescence returned to 90% of its initial value due to photobleaching of the cells during the recovery period (equivalent time-lapse imaging decreased the intensity of unperturbed nuclear bodies by $14%, not shown). In larger bodies monitored by confocal microscopy, fluorescence recovery was observed initially at the periphery, followed by radial spreading to the center ( Figure 1E ). Thus, these bodies are filled objects, and constituent NICD molecules exchange with the nucleoplasm faster than they diffuse within the bodies. Finally, NICD nuclear bodies also fuse rapidly (<10 s, Figure 1F , left panel) and with conservation of volume ( Figure 1F , right panel). Thus, NICD nuclear bodies behave as liquid droplets.
To examine the concentration dependence of body formation, we initially imaged transiently transfected cells over time as they began to express NICD. In most cells, numerous, small nuclear bodies formed abruptly $6-8 hr after transfection, when expression levels were relatively low (Figures 1G and S1A ; the time point preceding the first instance of a nuclear body was set to (E) Upper: recovery of fluorescence intensity in a larger nuclear body. Red arrowhead marks photobleaching event. Scale bar, 1 mm. Lower: kymographs of fluorescence recovery across the diameter of the nuclear body (cyan dashed line). Note that that total recovery at t = 5.5 s is 73%, similar to that expected for complete recovery, based on photobleaching effects during the imaging time course (86%), but appears lower because of the contrast settings used to illustrate the radial recovery pattern. Figure S1 . t = 0). Nuclear bodies increased in size and decreased in number over time (Figures 1G and S1B) , likely due in part to merging (cf. Figure 1F ). We also examined how the total summed volume of NICD nuclear bodies in a given cell varied with nuclear expression level. HeLa cells expressing different levels of NICD were imaged in 3D by confocal microscopy (Figures 1Ha-1Hd) . For each cell, we determined the total fraction of the nucleus occupied by NICD bodies. Below an average nuclear fluorescence intensity of $600-750 a.u., cells never contained observable nuclear bodies (Figure 1Ha ). However, bodies appeared sharply above this value ( Figures 1H and 1Ib) , and total nuclear volume fraction increased steadily with increasing nuclear fluorescence (NICD concentration; Figures 1H, 1Ic , and 1Id). Nuclear bodies comprised 1%-3.5% of the nuclear volume ( Figure 1I ) and retained up to $25%-40% of total nuclear NICD molecules (Figure 1J ). These data demonstrate that NICD phase separates to generate liquid-like nuclear bodies.
We next asked if NICD nuclear bodies are formed de novo or if NICD is absorbed into an existing nuclear body. In HeLa cells, NICD bodies do not co-localize with markers of Cajal bodies, nucleoli, PML bodies, or several other nuclear puncta (Figure S1A ). However, they co-localize with nuclear paraspeckle markers NONO/p54nrb and SFPQ/PSF ( Figure S1B ). Nevertheless, NICD bodies form equally well in cells where NEAT1 has been deleted ( Figure S1C ), which lack paraspeckles ( Figure S1D ; Clemson et al., 2009) , and in parental cells containing NEAT1. Thus, they are probably de novo structures that absorb NONO/ p54nrb and SFPQ/PSF (and perhaps paraspeckles). We note that the sharp appearance of NICD nuclear bodies with expression level is also inconsistent with simple partitioning into pre-existing paraspeckles. Although NICD nuclear bodies co-localize with paraspeckle proteins, they are distinct from classical NEAT1-dependent paraspeckles.
NICD Nuclear Bodies Form According to Complex Coacervation
In simple coacervation, when the concentration of a solute is increased to its solubility limit, the solution separates into two phases: a solute-rich phase (droplet phase) of smaller volume and a solute-poor phase (bulk phase) of larger volume. As the total solute is increased beyond the solubility limit, the volume of the droplet phase increases at the expense of the bulk phase. Importantly, the concentrations of both phases remain constant, so that the partition coefficient of the solute ([solute] droplet /[solute] bulk ) is invariant to the total amount of solute in the system (Dill and Bromberg, 2010) . We examined the NICD-YPet fluorescence intensity within nuclear bodies and the surrounding nucleoplasm in a population of cells expressing different levels of NICD. We limited this analysis to nuclear bodies larger than the transverse point-spread function of our microscope and took care to correct for the size-dependent decrease in apparent intensity due to the point-spread function ( Figure S2A and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). NICD body fluorescence intensity is relatively independent of size ( Figure S2A ) and essentially invariant with total nuclear fluorescence ( Figure 2A ). In contrast, fluorescence intensity in the surrounding nucleoplasm is proportional to nuclear NICD expression level ( Figure 2B ). Thus, the partition coefficient of NICD varies with expression level ( Figure 2C ), a behavior that is inconsistent with simple coacervation.
NICD is negatively charged, with an estimated isoelectric point (pI) of 4.3, net charge of -21 and net charge per residue of -0.13 at neutral pH, and fraction of charged residues (FCR) of 0.30. Initial atomistic simulations of NICD in the absence of multivalent counterions revealed the presence of intermolecular repulsions that were quantifiable in terms of the large distances between pairs of NICD molecules. We hypothesized that NICD phase separation might proceed via complex coacervation. We tested this postulate by performing simulations of NICD with positively charged oligo-lysine and oligo-arginine peptides of different valencies. We observed counterion-mediated self-association of NICD, demonstrating that NICD molecules can self-associate if electrostatic repulsions are diminished via counterion-mediated charge neutralization along NICD (Figures 2D and S2B) .
We modeled complex coacervation phenomenologically by considering two species, A and B, that are soluble individually but dimerize according to an equilibrium dissociation constant, K D , to generate a complex, AB, that phase separates beyond a saturation concentration, C sat ( Figure 2E ). As shown in Figure 2F , when K D is similar to C sat and B is limiting, the addition of A does not produce phase-separated AB initially. However, when a threshold concentration of A is reached, AB phase separates to an extent that rises with additional A. At very high concentrations of A, the amount of phase-separated AB plateaus as the concentration of B becomes limiting. Throughout this process, the concentration of unbound A rises nearly linearly with the total concentration of A ( Figure 2G ). Assuming the concentration of AB in the droplet phase is constant, this increase in the concentration of unbound A results in a steady decrease in the relative partitioning of A (as species AB) into the droplet phase (Figure 2H) . These four behaviors are identical to our experimental observations in Figures 1I, 2B , and 2C, respectively, and are observed qualitatively over a range of parameter values (Figure S2C) . Taken together, these results suggest that NICD may form nuclear bodies via complex coacervation.
To test this hypothesis in vitro, we recombinantly expressed and purified human NICD. Ultraviolet circular dichroism, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and gel filtration data indicate that the protein is disordered and likely monomeric in solution ( Figures S3A-S3C) . Additionally, atomistic simulations show that NICD adopts conformational ensembles that are expanded relative to globular, folded domains ( Figure S3D ). Isolated Alexa 568-labeled NICD remained uniformly dispersed in solution with no evidence of phase separation by fluorescence or light microscopy under a range of pH, salt, and buffer conditions, at both room temperature and 4 C ( Figure 3 , left panels; see also Figure S3E ). However, solutions containing NICD plus a supercharged GFP mutant with a net surface charge of +25 (scGFP(+25); McNaughton et al., 2009) , as a generic positively charged macroion, were opalescent and contained spherical droplets enriched in both proteins ( Figure 3 , right panels; see also Figure S3E , rightmost panels). The inverse capillary velocity, which describes the ratio of effective viscosity to surface tension, was estimated to be 0.25 s/mm for phase-separated droplets of wild-type NICD and scGFP(+20) ( Figure S3F ), a value similar to that of phase separated droplets of the disordered protein, LAF-1 (Elbaum- . NICD also phase separated with positively charged oligoArg peptides ( Figure S3G ). Thus, in vitro, NICD phase separates via complex coacervation.
Phase Separation of NICD Is Promoted by Positive Charge in Partners
Theory and experiments with non-biological complex coacervation show that the driving force for phase separation and properties of the resulting concentrated phase depend on the charge density and valence of the complexing counterions (Veis, 2011) . We explored this using a panel of supercharged GFPs: -7 (WT), +7, +9, +15, +20, +25, and +36. We first examined the charge dependence of the saturation concentration for phase separation using two different measures: the appearance of phase-separated droplets in fluorescence images across a grid of scGFP and NICD concentrations ( Figures 4A and 4B) , and Figure 2A ), the partition coefficient of A (as AB complex) decreases with total A. See also Figure S2 .
the residual concentration of scGFP in bulk solution after phase separation of 5 mM each of NICD and scGFP ( Figure 4C ). The two measures showed good agreement. Both revealed that the saturation concentration decreases with increasing positive charge on scGFP, from $5 mM for scGFP(+7) to 0.01-0.1 mM for scGFP(+36). WT GFP did not promote phase separation up to 10 mM concentrations. The concentration of NICD and (+)-scGFPs in droplets remained constant across the series (Figure 4D) . Therefore, the partition coefficient also increased with scGFP charge ( Figure 4E ). In vitro C in /C out ratios (550-10,000) are significantly higher than the maximum in vivo C in /C out ratio (30), perhaps due to differences in solubility of the proteins in the cellular environment versus aqueous buffer or to a lower average positive charge on cellular ligands. Finally, FRAP analysis revealed that the movement of scGFP within droplets and its exchange between the droplet and bulk phase decreased with increasing positive charge ( Figure 4F ), suggesting increased strength of intermolecular interactions with higher charge. Thus, the charge of the added species affects the saturation concentration, degree of partitioning, and dynamics of complex coacervates formed by NICD.
Charge Patterning of NICD Affects Nuclear Body Formation We next examined how phase separation is affected by the linear patterning of charged residues in NICD. In the wild-type protein, many negatively charged residues are grouped into a series of clusters across the sequence ( Figure 5A ). We highlight these clusters ( Figure 5B ), which we refer to as charge interacting elements (CIEs), by identifying regions of at least four consecutive residues with a net charge per residue < À0.35, averaging over a sliding window of five residues. This definition was based on previous work examining the conformational properties of highly charged IDRs (Das and Pappu, 2013 ) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Although defining these elements represents a simplified approach for capturing the underlying electrostatic interactions, it allows us to quantify negatively charged clusters in a consistent manner, compare among NICD charge mutants, and identify NICD-like sequences based on charge features. There are four CIEs, with a combined length of 24 residues, in wild-type NICD ( Figures 5C and 5D ). As initial cellular studies found that deletion of the amino-terminal 62 residues of NICD did not affect phase separation ( Figure 1C ), we focused on patterning in the remainder of the protein. By shuffling charged and polar uncharged residues with respect to one another, we designed NICD charge patterning mutants that increased (charge clustered mutant or CC) or decreased (charge scattered mutant or CS) the local charge density, which alters the CIE count and the total number of residues contained within CIEs ( Figures 5A-5D ), while maintaining overall amino acid composition and hydrophobic/hydrophilic patterning. Mutant NICD proteins all expressed at similar levels in HeLa cells, and our qualitative conclusions are not dependent on expression level (Figures S4A-S4D ). Wild-type NICD formed nuclear bodies in $70% of transfected cells (a value we normalized to 100% for comparison of different sequences). The CC mutant formed nuclear bodies in more cells than WT NICD (Figure 5E ), whereas the CS mutant formed nuclear bodies in significantly fewer ( Figure 5E ). Similarly, in vitro measurements of the saturation concentration, with scGFPs between +15 and +36, found the CC and CS mutants phase separated at lower and higher concentrations than that of WT, respectively (Figures 5F and 5G; see also Figure S5C ). Thus, in cells and in vitro, the phase separation of NICD correlates with sequence regions possessing high local charge density.
We also generated shuffled sequence mutants that clustered negatively charged residues into one region of NICD. These mutants are distinguished by the positions of the single, large charge block (CB N,I1,I2,C ; Figure S5A ). Three of the four CB mutants (CB I1 , CB I2 , CB C ) efficiently formed nuclear bodies (Figures 5A and S5B; see also Discussion). We examined CB C in vitro and found it to phase separate with equivalent or greater efficiency than WT NICD for a range of scGFPs (Figures 5F and 5G ; see also Figure S5C ). Thus, multiple clusters of negative charges distributed across the NICD sequence are not strictly necessary for complex coacervation in vitro or in cells. However, it appears that the total negative charge accumulated within CIEs reflects the determinants of complex coacervation and formation of nuclear bodies by NICD mutants. Specifically, more or denser clusters of negative charges appear to lead to stronger interactions with macro-cations, enabling the charge neutralization and non-covalent crosslinking needed for complex coacervation.
Specific Residue Types Promote Formation of Nuclear Bodies in a Sequence-Independent Fashion
To identify other determinants of phase separation in NICD, we deleted a series of 6-12 amino acid segments ( Figure 6A ). Nearly all of these deletions reduced the formation of nuclear bodies ( Figure 6B ). We also generated mutants wherein different pairs of single deletions were combined ( Figure S6A ). With only a single exception (D1/D2), double deletions led to a greater reduction in nuclear body formation than the single deletions (Figure S6A ). These data suggest that multiple elements distributed throughout the NICD sequence contribute to phase separation. We next examined whether these elements contribute through specific sequences of amino acids, as is typical of most proteinprotein interactions, or through more general physical properties that arise from amino acid content, as is more typical of polymerpolymer interactions. We shuffled the residues in individual functionally important regions while maintaining overall amino acid composition. For each region, we generated multiple shuffled variants ( Figure S6B ) and compared their ability to form nuclear bodies to that of the native protein and the corresponding deletion mutant. We found that every shuffled variant formed nuclear bodies nearly as well as (and occasionally better than) the native NICD ( Figure 6C ; see also Figure S6B ). Thus, regions of NICD that promote intracellular phase separation act in a sequence-independent fashion.
Previous studies showed that mutation of Tyr and Phe residues in IDRs from Ddx4 and BugZ inhibit their phase separation (Jiang et al., 2015; Nott et al., 2015) . Additionally, mutation of Tyr residues in Fus and an IDR from hnRNPA2 prevented partitioning into RNA granules and phase-separated droplets, respectively Xiang et al., 2015) . These studies focused specifically on aromatic residues because of their striking enrichment along with Ser, Gly, and Gln residues in the IDRs of various RNA binding proteins Kato et al., 2012; Nott et al., 2015) . NICD is not enriched in any one amino acid type and has an amino acid composition more typical of ''generic'' IDRs ( Figure S7 ). We thus asked whether any amino acid type contributed more significantly to phase separation, making no a priori assumptions regarding which residue may be of interest. As detailed in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures, we addressed this issue through an unbiased statistical analysis of the residue types that are lost in each of the deletions and the effects of these losses on nuclear body formation. We first assessed all possible combination sets of residue types (NICD contains 16 unique residue types) for the correlation between the number of residues from a set lost upon each deletion and the fraction of cells with puncta associated with that deletion (Table S1 ). For the sets of residues that correlated most strongly (critical residue sets), we then determined the enrichment of each residue type within each set relative to a random prior in a set-size matched manner ( Figure 6D and Table S2 ). Heatmap values greater than one indicate relative enrichment. Deletion of Tyr correlated most strongly with the loss of NICD bodies, followed by Arg, Leu, Met and Trp, and Asp ( Figure 6D ). We mutated aromatic or hydrophobic residues at several positions in the NICD sequence to test their impact on phase separation. In each case, the mutations reduced nuclear body formation (Figure 6E ). Some point mutants had a greater effect than deletion of the corresponding residues and their neighbors (compare to deletions shown in Figures 6B and 6C ), likely because of the introduction of positively charged Lys residues, which also decrease negative charge density ( Figure S6C ). These data suggest that aromatic and hydrophobic residues play important roles in increasing the driving force for phase separation.
DISCUSSION
NICD forms nuclear bodies when expressed in mammalian cells. Our cellular and biochemical data indicate that NICD phase separates via complex coacervation, requiring interactions with positively charged partners. Charge neutralization, which is governed by the local linear charge density, and interactions involving aromatic and hydrophobic residues appear to be the main drivers of NICD phase separation; each driver correlates with the saturation concentration for phase separation and physical properties of droplets. Statistical analysis of deletions and mutagenesis indicate that aromatic (Tyr, Trp) and hydrophobic (Leu, Met) residues, which are distributed across the NICD sequence, contribute to phase separation. The overall amino acid composition coupled to charge patterning seems to suffice for driving phase separation; i.e., the precise sequence of NICD appears to matter little.
Our observations lead to a mechanistic model for NICD phase separation that is based on a hierarchy of interaction ranges and strengths (Figure 7 ). Long-range electrostatic repulsions among negatively charged interaction elements must be weakened in order to draw NICD into dense droplets. The dense phase is further stabilized by short-range interactions involving aromatic and hydrophobic residues. Electrostatic interactions with positively charged partners appear to neutralize the negative charge of NICD molecules and serve as non-covalent crosslinks (Figures 2D and S2B ). In vitro, we have observed NICD phase separation promoted by scGFP proteins and oligoArg peptides. In cells, it is likely that NICD has many partners, with varying degrees of charge and stoichiometry of interaction, that collectively promote phase separation in the nucleus. Notably, many RNAand DNA-binding proteins, which are localized to the nucleus and are highly basic, could play this role. The strength of complementary electrostatic interactions and their contributions to phase separation increase with total positive charge on scGFP/oligoArg and are modulated by the charge distribution along the NICD. Clustering Asp/Glu residues to produce one or more blocks with high local charge density promotes phase separation, whereas distributing these residues more evenly attenuates phase separation (see Figures 5 and S5 ). The exception is the sequence of CB N , which attenuates the driving force for phase separation. This warrants further investigation, although atomistic simulations suggest that CB N is more collapsed than the other CB mutants. This collapse derives from intramolecular electrostatic contacts between the negative charge block and a region in the N terminus. This might limit the accessibility of CIEs to multivalent counterions, thus weakening the driving force for phase separation via complex coacervation.
In addition to charge, Tyr and, to a lesser degree, Leu, Met, and Trp residues also contribute to NICD phase separation. Interactions of hydrophobic residues are inherently short range and mediate multivalent adhesions among NICD molecules. Li et al., 2012) . The importance of these residue types in promoting phase separation and/or partitioning into the droplet phase is also suggested by mutagenesis of aromatic residues in the IDRs of Ddx4, FUS, and BugZ (Jiang et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2012; Nott et al., 2015; Xiang et al., 2015) . Rather than mutating specific residues, we approached the issue agnostically, making deletions across the sequence and then using statistical analyses to identify functionally important residue types. Moreover, unlike Ddx4 and FUS, which form cellular bodies as part of their normal functions, NICD has not evolved to form nuclear bodies (although see below). Nevertheless, we arrive at a similar conclusion, i.e., that Tyr is especially enriched in segments whose deletion is most deleterious to intracellular phase separation. This suggests that aromatic residues play an important role in promoting the phase separation of disordered proteins. No single linear motif or specific amino acid sequence in NICD is crucial for driving phase separation. Instead, the overall amino acid composition combined with the patterning of negatively charged residues and the distribution of aromatic residues along the linear sequence appears to be important. This indicates that adhesive structures form through non-specific interactions, perhaps through side-chain contacts alone, or through additional backbone contacts such as cross-beta strands. Thus, once drawn together by charge neutralization, NICDs appear to form labile complexes in which weak aromatic/hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are made and broken rapidly, imparting liquid-like behavior to the phase-separated state.
Recent studies of IDRs that phase separate have focused on two distinct archetypes. The first is enriched in polar residues such as Gly, Ser, Gln, and Asn, as in the IDRs of FUS and hnRNPA1. The second is enriched in charged residues, but the overall net charge per residue is low, and oppositely charged residues are segregated into blocks along the linear sequence, as in the IDRs of Ddx4 and LAF-1. Both archetypes phase separate via simple coacervation and do not appear to require heterotypic interactions with a partner. NICD represents a third archetype. It is similar to Ddx4 and LAF-1 in that roughly a quarter of its residues are charged and the charges are clustered into blocks. However, NICD has a substantial net negative charge with more than twice as many negatively charged residues as positively charged ones. These properties lead to the requirement for positively charged multivalent ligands/ counterions that drive phase separation via complex coacervation. The data to date indicate that three different strategies, based on the three archetypes of IDRs, can promote intracellular phase separation.
We analyzed the human proteome (UniProt: UP000005640_ 9606) using the consensus disorder prediction database MobiDB 2.0 (Potenza et al., 2015) to identify long (>100 residue) IDRs with sequence properties similar to NICD. We sought IDRs with a fraction of charged residues > 0.25 and a 2-fold excess of negatively charged residues over positively charged residues. We also required that at least 20 residues be encompassed by CIEs. Based on this analysis, we identified 464 unique NICDlike IDRs from 443 unique proteins (Table S3 ). Further filtering of this list for sequences that had Tyr and/or Leu content R 6% of total residues in disordered regions identified 260 unique proteins. Performing gene ontology (GO) molecular function overrepresentation (experimental only) using PANTHER (Release 2015-08-06) (Mi et al., 2013 ) on these two sets identified significant enrichment in GO terms associated with nucleic acid binding (Table S4 ) and regulation of nucleic acid biosynthesis (Table S5) . Furthermore, a number of these proteins are annotated as being localized in nuclear body structures, particularly the nucleolus (Tables S3, S4 , and S5). It is possible that some of these proteins contribute to the formation of nuclear bodies through complex coacervation. In addition, since many positively charged proteins bind to RNA/DNA, it is possible that complex coacervation driven by NICD-like IDRs could compete with complex coacervation of RNA/DNA binding proteins and nucleic acids. This suggests the possibility that NICD-like IDRs might be effective at dissolving ribonucleoprotein bodies and/or sequestering molecules that otherwise partition into ribonucleoprotein bodies, as NICD appears to do with nuclear paraspeckles ( Figure S1B ).
We used NICD as a model system to understand the phase separation of an archetypal disordered protein. However, these findings also have potential implications for the biology of Nephrin. In mammals, Nephrin is a transmembrane adhesion receptor expressed primarily in podocyte cells of the kidney. Tyrosine phosphorylation of the intracellular domain of Nephrin, and consequent binding of Nck and assembly of cortical actin, are necessary for proper formation of the filtration barrier of the kidney (Jones et al., 2006) . Interactions between phospho-Nephrin, Nck, and N-WASP result in Nephrin phase separation into membrane attached puncta in vitro and in cells (Banjade and Rosen, 2014) (S. Kim and M.K.R., unpublished data). Assembly of these puncta has been attributed to multivalent SH2-phosphotyrosine and SH3-polyPro interactions. However, the SH2 domain, the first SH3 domain, and an adjacent linker region of Nck are basic (predicted pI $9). N-WASP also has a poly-basic region. It is possible that these basic elements act analogously to scGFP or oligoArg peptides to promote Nephrin phase separation. Thus, non-specific charge-mediated interactions, along with specific modular domain interactions, could contribute to the formation of membrane puncta by the ternary Nephrin/Nck/N-WASP system. The disordered cytoplasmic regions of a number of transmembrane signaling proteins, including LAT, FAT1, and PDGFR, are also highly acidic and interact with adaptor proteins that also have basic elements. Thus, it is possible that complex coacervation could contribute more broadly to the cytoplasmic clustering and intracellular phase separation of membrane-anchored proteins.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Analysis of NICD Nuclear Bodies in Cells Human NICD was PCR amplified from a plasmid encoding CD16/7-Nephrin-GFP (a gift from Drs. Jones and Pawson) and inserted into a CMV promoterdriven EGFP fusion vector. NICD mutants were produced using PCR with appropriate primers and confirmed by sequencing (Table S6 ). HeLa cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, GlutaMAX, and Pen/ Strep mix. NEAT1 À/À and NEAT1 +/+ MEFs were cultured in a 1:1 mixture of DMEM and Ham's F-12, with the same additives. For imaging experiments, cells were cultured in glass-bottom dishes prior to transfection using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher). Live HeLa cells were imaged using a confocal or wide-field microscope on a heated stage. For FRAP analysis, nuclear bodies were photobleached using a 488 nm laser, and custom ImageJ scripts were used to determine the area of and intensity within the photobleached region at each time point. NICD nuclear bodies in fixed HeLa cells were imaged in 3D at high-resolution using spinning disc confocal microscopy and analyzed in a semi-automated fashion. All images were background-subtracted and flat-field corrected, and cellular autofluorescence was determined to be negligible. The volumes of nuclear bodies (V NBs ) larger than the transverse resolution limit were determined from their diameter and an assumption of spherical shape. Volumes of smaller nuclear bodies and intensities of all nuclear bodies (I NBs ) were calculated using a calibration that relates the effects of the point spread function on intensity. Molar fraction was calculated as 
Sequence Analysis
Sequence analysis for identifying CIEs was performed using localCIDER (Holehouse et al., 2015) . The parameters used to define CIEs were based on previous work in polymer and polyampholyte physics. Pearson's correlation coefficients between specific residue types and nuclear body formation scored how well the loss of unique combinations of residues affected the formation of nuclear bodies. All unique combinations of residues were considered. Variance in the experimental data was accounted for by calculating a distribution of correlation values using subsampled datasets. Significant differences were evaluated using unpaired Student's t tests, and residues that were consistently enriched relative to a normalized background were identified. Detailed procedures are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Production of Proteins and Peptides
Recombinant NICD protein was expressed with two N-terminal tandem MBP domains and a C-terminal His 8 tag, all Tev cleavable. Mutant NICD sequences (charge: CC, CS, CB C ) were subcloned from the mammalian expression system and expressed in the same fashion. NICD and scGFPs proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)T1 R and purified using a combination of affinity, ion exchange, and gel filtration chromatography. NICD was labeled with Alexa Fluor 568 maleimide on the single cysteine. Two synthetic peptides, CR7 (sequence = CRRRRRRR) and CR20 (sequence = CRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR), were synthesized and purified by GenScript. Detailed procedures are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Reconstitution and Characterization of In Vitro NICD Phase Transition
In vitro phase separation assays were performed by mixing NICD and/or scGFP directly in 384-well plates at the indicated concentrations. After 24 hr at room temperature in the dark, mixtures were imaged by confocal microscopy. Saturation concentrations were determined by automated image scoring of a grid of NICD and scGFP concentrations for the presence of puncta. Alternatively, Alexa 568 NICD/scGFP solutions were clarified by centrifugation, and the residual concentration of NICD/scGFP in the supernatant was determined by fluorescence using standards of known protein concentrations. Phase-separated droplet sizes and normalized intensities were measured using custom ImageJ scripts, where droplet intensity values were normalized to those of WT NICD + scGFP(+15 
